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admission that the country at large desired acceptance
of the Treaty: some members declared that they
did not feel authorised to disavow their oath : and in
general the narrow majority by which acceptance was
carried did not in anyone's opinion represent the state
of public feeling. Republicans urged that this feeling
arose from duress : that the Treaty was accepted, by
those who did accept it, only to avoid renewal of war.
There is no doubt that if the Irish people had been
given opportunity to vote for or against separation
and the establishment of a Republic, without considera-
tion of ultimate consequences, they would have voted
for separation. It is, however, by no means clear
that this would have represented a reasoned preference.
Political passion was strong in Ireland : but generations
of political passion without political responsibility had
not tended to produce political thought. The choice
between such a status as the Treaty offered and com-
plete separation would have been represented simply
as one between continued servitude and an end of the
British conquest. The temper of mind which existed
did not admit of weighing the advantages of continued
inclusion in the British commonwealth : and there was
not enough coolness to reflect that a definite breach with
England meant a definite breach with Protestant Ulster.
It may be truthfully said that Ireland's education in
the practical side of politics began in 1922.
It began under extraordinary difficulties. The police
force was out of action. The British garrison was
rapidly withdrawn and could not be used by the new
Government to enforce order. Mutiny began in the
Irish Republican Army, and General Collins, head of
the Provisional Government, postponed all attempt tb
crush it; not unnaturally since it was stated later by
Mr. Cosgrave that the mutinous section which refused
to accept the Treaty was the more numerous and the
better armed. Reference to a popular vote would
have seemed the simplest way out of the difficulties.
But there was a thoroughly bad electoral tradition in

